1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Antipsychotics are highly effective for positive symptoms in patients with schizophrenia ([@bb0320]), but up to 30% of schizophrenia patients never show a significant response to the appropriate pharmacotherapy with antipsychotics; this subset of patients is said to have treatment-resistant schizophrenia (TRS) ([@bb0105]; [@bb0160]). Clozapine (CLZ) is the only agent with efficacy established for these refractory patients. However, approx. 40%--70% of TRS patients do not respond sufficiently to medication even with CLZ ([@bb0225]; [@bb0250]).

Although the action mechanism of CLZ has not yet been clarified, several biological studies suggest that dopamine synthesized in presynaptic dopaminergic neurons of patients with TRS could be attenuated, in contrast to the increased dopamine synthesis seen in patients responding well to antipsychotics ([@bb0080]; [@bb0180]). Other glutamatergic and GABAnergic neurotransmitter systems have also been suggested to be involved in the pathology of patients with TRS and/or CLZ-resistance ([@bb0085]; [@bb0140]; [@bb0265]). Better treatment options for individuals with TRS could be developed when precise etiology of TRS becomes clear.

Cognitive impairment and social cognitive impairment have been a recent focus in the schizophrenia clinical and research fields, and compared to an individual\'s positive symptoms, these two domains have more fundamental impacts on the individual\'s long-term prognosis ([@bb0135]; [@bb0145]; [@bb0280]). It has been reported that patients with TRS have more severe neurocognitive and social cognitive dysfunctions compared to non-TRS patients ([@bb0150]; [@bb2005]; [@bb0130]). These neurocognitive and social cognitive impairments might also be related to severe positive symptoms (particularly in TRS patients), as evidence of relationships between cognitive functions and positive symptoms in schizophrenia has been described, and because these two domains may have a shared genetic basis ([@bb0095]; [@bb0120]).

Neurocognitive and social cognitive impairments are also recognized as the core etiology of autism spectrum disorder (ASD) ([@bb0040]; [@bb0215]). [@bb0050] described ASD as a child-onset form of schizophrenia, and prior to 1980, schizophrenia and ASD were categorized as the same disorder. It was not until the publication of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)-III in 1980 that schizophrenia and ASD were differentiated from the viewpoint of their different developmental trajectories ([@bb0195]).

Several studies have demonstrated commonalities between patients with schizophrenia and those with ASD, particularly in terms of the overlapping existence of autistic traits ([@bb0185]) and cognitive/social cognitive impairments ([@bb0295]; [@bb0325]). Other groups have observed that some children with ASD later transition to schizophrenia ([@bb0275]; [@bb0310]). Taken together, these findings have again raised questions about the essential difference between schizophrenia and ASD ([@bb0060]; [@bb0190]). In addition to commonalities in terms of symptomatology and cognitive dysfunctions, recent neuroimaging and genetic studies have detected certain similarities between the two disorders. Similar structural and functional alterations in the lateral and medical prefrontal regions, the temporal region and the amygdala have been identified ([@bb0025]; [@bb0325]). Additionally, several genetic studies using next-generation sequencing techniques have identified similar genetic profiles in these disorders ([@bb0175]).

Most patients with TRS may have a psychopathology that is closer to that of ASD patients than to that of non-TRS patients. This hypothesis is strongly supported by clinical evidences: some ASD patients present autistic symptoms that are quite similar to the negative symptoms observed in schizophrenia patients with persistent negative symptoms ([@bb0125]; [@bb0200]). Earlier onset of disease such as that seen in childhood-onset schizophrenia could contribute to refractoriness, implying that any psychiatric abnormalities in TRS and ASD subjects would be noticed earlier than those in general schizophrenia patients ([@bb0020]; [@bb0315]). Taken together, these observations suggest that TRS patients have a complex psychopathology ([@bb0290]).

In the present study, we hypothesized that TRS patients have more autistic traits and neurocognitive/social cognitive dysfunction compared to patients with other types of schizophrenia (i.e., non-TRS). To test this hypothesis, we evaluated whether autistic traits and social/neurocognitive functions were similar between TRS and ASD patients.

2. Patients and methods {#s0010}
=======================

2.1. Subjects {#s0015}
-------------

A total of 86 patients in three groups participated: 28 adults with ASD, 28 adults with schizophrenia in remission (RemSZ), and 30 adults with TRS. All patients were recruited from July 2015 to July 2017 at Chiba University Hospital. All but one of the 86 patients were outpatients. The diagnoses of each disorder were based on DSM-5, and each patient\'s diagnosis was decided on a consensus basis between the patient\'s physician and one of the study\'s authors (Y.N.).

The inclusion criteria were (1) age 20--60 years; (2) meeting the DSM-5 criteria for ASD or schizophrenia; (3) no comorbidity of intelligence disability (DSM-5); (4) no history of serious head trauma or substance abuse; (5) Japanese ethnicity. All of the schizophrenia patients and nine ASD patients were taking prescribed antipsychotics. The criteria of the RemSZ and TRS groups are described in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}.Table 1Participant demographic and clinical characteristics in the three groupsTable 1Remission-SZ group\
(n = 28)TRS group\
(n = 30)ASD group\
(n = 28)AnalysisANOVA\
(F-value)ANOVA\
(*p*-value)Post-hoc\
(*p*-value)Rem vs TRS[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}\
(*p*-value)Rem vs. TRSRem vs. ASDTRS vs. ASDAge (y)\
Range39.46 \[8.46\]\
20--5643.83 \[10.39\]\
20--6030.03\[5.97\]\
20--4519.67**\<0.001**N.S.**\<0.001\<0.001**--Males/females: n15/1316/1423/5------------Japanese (%)100.00100.00100.00------------Illness duration (y)15.04 \[7.66\]22.70 \[10.02\]------------**0.004**Age at onset (y)24.43 \[7.37\]21.13 \[6.02\]------------0.091Estimate premorbid FIQ101.96 \[9.59\]97.97 \[11.83\]108.93 \[8.92\]8.46**\<0.001**N.S.**0.034\<0.001**--PANSS-Total58.46 \[7.05\]83.33 \[9.40\]------------**\<0.001**PANSS-Positive13.14 \[2.80\]19.13 \[3.13\]------------**\<0.001**PANSS-Negative15.68 \[2.54\]24.13 \[3.82\]------------**\<0.001**APs dose (CP-eq.:mg)365.40 \[211.87\]778.75 \[311.06\]49.11 \[84.30\]76.70**\<0.001\<0.001\<0.001\<0.001**--[^1][^2][^3]

The criteria for the RemSZ and TRS groups were as follows. We followed the Andreasen criteria ([@bb0015]) to define remission of schizophrenia. Patient scores for each of the 8 domains included in the PANSS (P1, delusion; P2, conceptual disorganization; P3, hallucinatory behavior; N1, blunted affect; N4, passive/apathetic and social withdrawal; N6, lack of spontaneity; G5, mannerisms and posturing; G9, unusual thought content), which was composed of a total 30 items, each with a point range of 1--7 ([@bb0170]), were \<3 points in the 6 months preceding the study, and patients had not been hospitalized during the same period of time. For the diagnosis of TRS, we followed the Clozaril Patient Monitoring Service (CPMS) criteria. Briefly, the patient was deemed to have TRS if two different chemical classes of antipsychotic were unable to sufficiently relieve his/her positive symptoms with sufficient dosage (\>chlorpromazine equivalent (CP-eq.) dose of 600 mg/day) for \>4 weeks, and the patient did not exceed a mean GAF score of 41 within 1 year (the non-responder criteria). All 30 TRS patients met the non-responder criteria, and no patients met the intolerance criteria.

The study protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Graduate School of Medicine at Chiba University and was conducted in accord with the Helsinki Declaration. Oral and written informed consent to participate in the study was obtained from all patients.

2.2. Neuropsychological comparisons of the TRS, RemSZ, and ASD groups {#s0020}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess autistic traits in the TRS, RemSZ and ASD groups, we used the Autism-Spectrum Quotient (AQ) Japanese version (range, 0--50; cut-off, \<30) ([@bb0330]), the Autism Screening Questionnaire (ASQ) Japanese version (range, 0--39; cut-off, \<13) ([@bb0070]), and the Pervasive Developmental Disorder Assessment Rating Scales Text Revision (PARS-TR) (infancy: range, 0--68; cut-off, \<9; present: range, 0--66; cut-off, \<20) ([@bb0005]). The AQ is a self-rating scale, and the ASQ is completed by the patient\'s primary care-giver (in this study, the patient\'s mother or father). The PARS-TR is a semi-structured interview conducted with a parent or family member of the patient. We evaluated each patient\'s estimated premorbid IQ with the Japanese Adult Rating Scale-50 (JART-50) ([@bb0240]).

To assess the patients\' neurocognitive function, we used the Measurement and Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia (MATRICS) Consensus Cognitive Battery (MCCB) Japanese version ([@bb0165]). The MCCB has been shown to be valid for comparing neurocognition between patients with ASD and those with schizophrenia ([@bb0210]).

We assessed the patients\' emotional perception by using the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test (MSCEIT) ([@bb0245]) which is included in the MCCB, and we determined the patients\' theory of mind (ToM) by using five false-belief (FB) tasks. This evaluation was performed using the animation CD "Theory of mind tasks ver. 2" (DIK Educational Publications, Saitama, Japan). The FB task set consisted of a total of 5 tasks: the Sally-Anne\'s task, the Smarties task, the Strange stories test, the Sabotage/Deception task, and the John and Mary task. Each task was scored 0 for wrong and 1 for right, so that total score ranged from 0 to 5 points.

2.3. Statistical analysis {#s0025}
-------------------------

We used SPSS ver. 23.0 software (IBM, New York, NY) for the statistical analyses of the demographic, neurodevelopmental, and cognitive data. We applied Student\'s *t*-test or the Mann-Whitney *U* test, checking homoscedasticity and normality to analyze differences between pairs of groups. The Shapiro-Wilk test was used to confirm the normality of the data. To analyze the differences in the variables of demographic features, treatment-related factors, and the measurements of neurocognitive/social cognitive domains among the three patient groups, we performed an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Post-hoc tests were performed with Tukey\'s test for values with equal distribution, and with the Games-Howell test for values with non-equal distribution. The significance threshold was set at *p* = 0.05 (both tails) for all comparisons.

3. Results {#s0030}
==========

The ASD patients were significantly younger than both the RemSZ patients and TRS patients ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). The three groups were also significantly different in terms of estimated IQ and CP-eq. dose: the estimated IQ was higher in the ASD group than either of the schizophrenia groups, and the antipsychotic dosages were highest in the TRS group, followed in order by the RemSZ group and ASD group. As expected, all psychopathological measures determined by the PANSS were significantly higher in the TRS group than the RemSZ group. The most major frequently prescribed antipsychotics in the schizophrenia patients were aripiprazole (oral, n = 13; aripiprazole once-monthly injectable, n = 1) in the RemSZ group, and CLZ (n = 11) in the TRS group.

3.1. Neuropsychological comparisons of the TRS, RemSZ, and ASD patients {#s0035}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

### 3.1.1. Autistic traits {#s0040}

Autistic traits as represented by the AQ, ASQ, and PARS results showed significant differences among the three patient groups ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The post hoc analysis revealed that all of the autistic traits were highest in the ASD group with the exception of the ASQ scores, which were similar in the ASD and TRS groups. Regarding the differences between the TRS and RemSZ groups, although only the PARS TR-present scores of the TRS group were significantly higher than those of the RemSZ group, other parameters demonstrated similar trends of difference with the TRS group demonstrating higher degrees of autistic traits compared to the RemSZ group. These results overall indicated that the ASD group was highest in autistic traits, followed by the TRS group and the RemSZ group in descending order.Table 2Neurocognitive and social cognitive performance and autistic traits in the three groupsTable 2Remission-SZ group\
(n = 28)TRS group\
(n = 30)ASD group\
(n = 28)AnalysisANOVA\
(F-value)ANOVA\
(*p*-value)Post-hoc\
(*p*-value)Rem vs. TRSRem vs. ASDTRS vs. ASDAutistic traits:AQ \[range 0--50: cutoff \< 33\]24.32 \[7.19\]27.67 \[7.75\]33.29\[6.17\]11.47**\<0.001**0.177**\<0.0010.009**ASQ[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"} \[range 0--34: cutoff \< 13\]6.83 \[4.64\]9.09 \[5.92\]11.15 \[5.57\]3.90**0.025**0.338**0.018**0.381PARS TR-infancy[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"} \[range 0--68: cutoff \< 9\]4.10 \[3.23\]6.23 \[4.07\]13.70 \[5.72\]27.33**\<0.001**0.287**\<0.001\<0.001**PARS TR-present[a](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"} \[range 0--66: cutoff \< 20\]9.25 \[5.66\]15.86 \[6.32\]20.87 \[7.01\]17.33**\<0.0010.004\<0.0010.029**  MCCB (*T* score):Speed of process42.00 \[8.63\]28.53 \[13.26\]46.14\[13.70\]16.89**\<0.001\<0.001**0.411**\<0.001**Attention/vigilance47.43 \[11.49\]35.67 \[10.97\]51.46 \[9.07\]17.61**\<0.001\<0.001**0.331**\<0.001**Working memory42.86 \[10.66\]30.90 \[14.45\]44.32 \[11.27\]10.50**\<0.0010.001**0.896**\<0.001**Verbal learning35.50 \[8.50\]30.70 \[5.92\]46.61 \[10.48\]26.74**\<0.0010.0430.001\<0.001**Visual learning49.04 \[8.57\]39.07 \[14.26\]50.39 \[7.25\]10.00**\<0.0010.006**0.799**\<0.001**Problem solving53.29 \[11.64\]43.77 \[10.60\]53.11 \[9.93\]7.53**0.0010.003**0.998**0.004**Social cognition (MSCEIT)36.07 \[11.73\]27.37 \[12.85\]37.11 \[11.77\]5.68**0.0050.021**0.945**0.008**  False-belief tasks (5 tasks) \[range 0--5\]4.29 \[0.94\]3.50 \[0.86\]3.75 \[1.08\]5.02**0.0090.007**0.0980.584[^4][^5][^6]

### 3.1.2. Neurocognition {#s0045}

The ANOVA results indicated significant differences for all neurocognitive domains of the MCCB ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The post hoc analysis revealed that the TRS group had lower scores compared to the RemSZ and ASD groups for all domains. In addition, post hoc comparisons showed that the RemSZ group had lower verbal learning scores compared to the ASD group. When age, estimated IQ, the CP-eq. dose, or all three factors were used as covariate(s), the results were the same. However, the following items alone did change the results: when IQ was the sole covariate, the significant differences in verbal learning between the RemSZ and TRS groups and in problem solving between the TRS and ASD groups disappeared.Fig. 1Cognitive function results (by MCCB) and theory of mind (FB task) in the three groups.\*: *p* \< 0.05, \*\*: *p* \< 0.001.*Abbreviations*: Att/Vig: attention/vigilance, FB: false-believe task, MSCEIT: Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional Intelligence Test, PB: problem-solving, SP: speed of process, VerL: verbal learning, VisL: visual learning, WM: working memory.Fig. 1

Further, when we conducted additional analyses to compare the patients with CLZ treatment (n = 11) and the patients without CLZ (n = 19; by other antipsychotics), we observed that verbal learning and visual learning differed significantly between these groups, as follows. (Verbal learning, TRS patients with CLZ: 27.3 ± 6.75 points; TRS patients without CLZ: 32.7 ± 14.5 points; *t* = −2.65, *p* = 0.013; visual learning, TRS patients with CLZ: 32.4 ± 14.5 points; TRS patients without CLZ: 42.9 ± 13.0 points; *t* = −2.07, *p* = 0.048). However, for other neurocognitive measurements, there was no significant difference between the patients who were treated versus not treated with CLZ (*p* \> 0.05).

### 3.1.3. Social cognition {#s0050}

The MSCEIT and FB tasks scores revealed significantly differences among the ASD, TRS, and RemSZ groups. For the MSCEIT scores, the post hoc comparisons indicated the following relationship: ASD = RemSZ \> TRS. For the FB tasks, the relationship was as follows: RemSZ \> ASD = TRS ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). The significance of the results was not almost changed when age, estimated IQ, the CP-eq. dose or all three factors were used for as covariate(s). When IQ was the sole covariate, the significant difference in MSCEIT between the TRS and ASD groups disappeared. Regarding FB tasks, the difference between the RemSZ and ASD groups reached statistical significance, as it also did when age was the sole covariate.

Additional comparisons between only the TRS patients with and without CLZ treatment did not show any significant differences on the MSCEIT and FB tasks.

4. Discussion {#s0055}
=============

This is the first study to compare TRS patients and ASD patients in an attempt to clarify the etiology of schizophrenia and/or ASD by using established neurocognitive/social cognitive assessments. The results revealed that the TRS patients had slightly higher levels of autistic traits than the RemSZ group, but slightly lower levels of autistic traits than the ASD patients ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). The TRS group had broadly severe non-social and social cognitive impairments compared to both the ASD and RemSZ groups ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Overall, these results partly support our hypothesis since TRS patients were found to differ greatly in their neurocognitive and social cognitive impairments compared to remitted patients, and since it was found that TRS patients could have any developmental abnormalities prior to the onset of schizophrenia. However, we found no evidence that TRS patients showed prominent autistic traits similar to those of ASD patients since the autistic traits of ASD patients were much more severe than those of TRS patients.

The ASD group presented the highest scores for all autistic trait measures, and the RemSZ group showed the lowest scores for all measures. These results clearly indicated that patients reaching the remission state have fewer autistic traits, confirming that not all schizophrenia patients display autistic traits ([@bb0030]). The scores in the present TRS group did not reach the cutoff points for any measures of autistic traits, but several measures indicated that a considerably wide range of autistic traits was present in this group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). These results are consistent with those of previous studies showing that patients with schizophrenia have a certain level of autistic traits ([@bb0045]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0255]). Our results showed that there was a significant level of difference only in the PARS TR-present scores between the two schizophrenia subgroups of TRS and RemSZ. However, the results measuring autistic traits overall showed that the TRS patients had more severe autistic traits compared to the RemSZ patients, since all scores of the TRS group were in the middle position between the ASD and RemSZ groups ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). These subtle but clear differences between the TRS and RemSZ groups might be explained by the small size of our study population, but this finding also may reflect that the TRS patients did not have a high degree of autistic traits, unlike ASD patients.

Therefore, the refractory process TRS patients experience during their long-term disease course cannot be explained only by the subtle autistic traits observed in future TRS patients. However, some longitudinal studies suggested that future TRS patients could have a more difficult clinical course after their first episode of psychosis compared to that of non-TRS patients ([@bb0090]; [@bb0155]; [@bb0220]). It is uncertain how the subtle autistic traits identified in TRS patients could affect their severe psychotic symptoms as part of the TRS etiology. However, our findings suggest a need for greater focus on the early stages of the disorder, including prior to and following the onset of schizophrenia, in future TRS patients.

Compared to the RemSZ and ASD groups, the TRS group showed distinctively lower scores on all cognitive measures, and the TRS and RemSZ groups had lower verbal learning than the ASD group ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting global deficits in the TRS group ([@bb0305]). Our observation of greater neurocognitive deficits in TRS patients compared to non-TRS patients is consistent with previous studies ([@bb0075]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0150]), with one exception ([@bb0010]). In these previous studies, the poor neurocognitive impairments in TRS patients remained at a significant level after several clinical parameters were removed from the statistical analyses (e.g., severe psychopathology and high antipsychotics dose), suggesting that this neurocognitive dysfunction is part of the core pathology of TRS ([@bb0305]). Our findings are statistically robust and are consistent with results in the literature ([@bb0075]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0150]). Both when these factors are dealt with together as covariates and when they are treated separately as individual covariates, the overall results are the same. This indicates that differences in neurocognitive and social cognitive impairments could be derived from the diagnosis and/or from disease severity, although several confounding factors (IQ, age or drug dose) might have an impact on some.

However, it has been demonstrated that antipsychotic agents, atypical antipsychotics in particular, could provide some beneficial effects on cognition in schizophrenia patients ([@bb0335]). Therefore, CLZ, the major antipsychotic taken by our TRS patients, might have the ability to improve cognitive dysfunction in some domains to some degree ([@bb0335]). Our comparison of the patients under CLZ treatment and those under other antipsychotic treatment showed significant differences in verbal learning and visual learning (i.e., worse in the patients treated with CLZ). For other neurocognitive domains, the patients treated with CLZ tended to present a poor cognitive performance, although this did not reach significance. These results may indicate that our TRS patients did not overcome their neurocognitive impairments even with the introduction of CLZ, and this possibility is consistent with some other reports showing lesser advantage in cognitive improvement with CLZ treatment ([@bb0065]; [@bb0260]). This result might indicate that our TRS group had some patients with quite severe TRS, whose cognitive deficits would have been unlikely to respond to even CLZ.

Studies comparing neurocognition between patients with ASD and those with schizophrenia-generally, almost all of those studies included clinically stable patients-showed that these two patient groups were comparably impaired overall, although other studies reported inconsistent results in terms of specific domains ([@bb0100]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0270]). Our present finding that the remitted patients with a high degree of clinical stability had almost the same level of neurocognitive impairment as the ASD patents except for verbal learning, is in line with the previous studies ([@bb0100]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0270]). Furthermore, it seems that our remitted patients with slightly but significantly lower levels on several MCCB domains are similar to a schizophrenia group identified in a recent meta-analysis showing slightly more deficits in several specific cognitive domains ([@bb0205]).

We evaluated social cognition by using the MSCEIT and FB tasks. On the MSCEIT, the TRS patients showed significantly lower mean scores than both the ASD and RemSZ patients, and there was no significant difference between the ASD and RemSZ groups. In the FB tasks, the TRS and ASD patients achieved significantly lower scores than the RemSZ patients. Although several studies have attempted to clarify which disorder is more severe in terms of social cognitive dysfunction, no definitive conclusion has been reached. Our present findings indicate that the TRS patients performed the worst on social cognition as well as general cognition. These results also suggested that the MSCEIT task scores showed greater deficits than the ToM scores for the RemSZ and TRS groups compared to the ASD group. Two recent meta-analyses on this issue suggest that the ASD group shows lower levels in emotional recognition and social perception than the schizophrenia group, although the two groups showed similar levels in mentalizing including ToM tasks and attributional style ([@bb0115]; [@bb0285]). Another meta-analysis demonstrated that, in schizophrenia patients, the degrees of impairment in affect recognition (measured by the MSCEIT) and ToM (measured by an FB task) had similar effect sizes ([@bb0300]). These results paint a quite puzzling picture of the relationship between the two disorders with respect to social cognition, since our study had two separate two schizophrenia subgroups (the remitted and TRS groups), which was different from the literatures performing meta-analysis ([@bb0115]; [@bb0285]); it should also be noted that both the reported meta-analyses and our study lacked normal healthy subjects. But our present results may support that finding in part, but patients in remission or treatment resistance may be affected differently by domains of social cognition. ToM ability is generally acquired in 4- to 6-year-olds, and affective recognition is acquired at a later age ([@bb0035]). Thus, an individual\'s failure to sequentially acquire different social cognitive domains during childhood may lead to a greater negative influence of the disease onset in TRS patients.

It has been suggested that some alterations in the oxytocin system and/or GABA system could be involved in the neurocognitive and social cognitive impairments in ASD ([@bb0055]; [@bb0110]). It is not yet known whether the cognitive/social cognitive dysfunction in the present study\'s TRS group had already appeared prior to the onset of full-brown psychosis. However, since a majority of patients with future TRS show severe psychopathology from the time point of their first-episode psychosis as mentioned above, our TRS patients could have exhibited some cognitive/social cognitive dysfunction prior to their disease onset.

Our study\'s limitations are as follows. First, a relatively small number of patients was examined, and we included remitted patients who are quite unlike TRS patients as a comparative group. Furthermore, although similar previous studies have used the PANSS to compare schizophrenia and ASD patients, we did not use this scale to assess our ASD group in the present study. These factors of the study design preclude generalized conclusions about our results. Future investigations should consider more general types of patients (i.e., non-TRS and non-remitted), and the interpretation of the present results might need be corrected to some degree. Third, we use screening tools such as the AQ and ASQ in the evaluation of autistic traits. Forth, although a wide range of neurocognitive domains was evaluated by the MCCB, for social cognition we used only FB tasks (theory of mind) and the MSCEIT (emotional perception) included in the MCCB. Due to this procedural limitation, our results did not determine whether TRS patients have a wide range of social cognitive impairments or have only impairments in theory of mind and emotional perception. Moreover, we cannot rule out the possibility that extremely poor neurocognitive function could affect the patients\' poor social cognition.

Nevertheless, this is the first study to report a high degree of autistic traits in TRS patients, who are poor responders to antipsychotics and have serious psychotic symptoms from the initial phase of their clinical courses. Our findings emphasize the importance of discussing autistic traits in schizophrenia, and they indicate a new direction for further research.
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[^1]: Data are mean \[SD\].

[^2]: *Abbreviations*: ANOVA: analysis of variance, ASD: autism spectrum disorder, APs: antipsychotics, CP-eq.: chlorpromazine-equivalent, N.S.: not significant, PANSS: Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale, SZ: schizophrenia, TRS: treatment-resistant schizophrenia, y: years.

[^3]: Mann-Whitney *U* test.

[^4]: Data are mean \[SD\].

[^5]: ANOVA: analysis of variance, AQ: Autism-Spectrum Quotient, ASD: autism spectrum disorder, ASQ: Autism Screening Questionnaire, MCCB: MATRICS Consensus Cognitive Battery, Rem: remission schizophrenia, PARS TR: Pervasive Developmental Disorder Assessment Rating Scales Text Revision., SZ: schizophrenia, TRS: treatment-resistant schizophrenia.

[^6]: PARS-TR (infancy and present data) and ASQ were available from 65 patients (RemSZ, n = 20; TRS, n = 22; ASD, n = 23) and 72 patients (RemSZ, n = 23; TRS, n = 23; ASD, n = 26), respectively.
